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escape from cozy island. escape from cozy island

Fun little time waster. You are stranded on a beach. Chill out and build stuff. Cute graphics. Simple game play.. The game was
short, sweet and simple. I was able to complete the game withn 1-2 hours tops.. Buy only if on sale. It's nice but I literally
finished this game in half an hour, from time of purchase to time of completion, and I wasn't even rushing. I like the happy
background music and the simplicity of the game. Just get it if you are up for simple clicking and process of elimination. Just
don't expect anything fancy.. The game was short, sweet and simple. I was able to complete the game withn 1-2 hours tops.. Had
this game a long time on my wishlist, and on summer sale 2018 I bought it finally (1,15u20ac) 9 minutes later I asked for
refund. Why? Why not give it a chance?!? Because in these 9 minutes saw all! Well, not really all. I did not make all of the
possible 30 item combinations. But it was too hard to do these 9 minutes and do nothing but wait for items. Game is split in two
parts. One on the beach, other in a house. Both times is same waiting for items apear to combine them. Six different items per
part. It is simply too boring! You can click on the things you got from making combinations, but this is really all! Watching a
real tree grow is more exciting than this. Other review wrote that you can get all trophies in 15 minutes. So if you want have
some of the most boring minutes in your life just to have another 100% game in your library, you should buy this "game"
(waiting simulator is better), otherwise do yourself something good and avoid this piece of software.. I know that this game is
quite simplistic when it comes to quality of animation and charater. Even with that in mind, I was still expecting more. I thought
there would be more then very little animation and just little or nothing in general. The main characters do nothing but sit there
in suspended animation. No quests, no anything but two item combining. Very disappointed. I finished all that I could do in less
then 10 minutes ( and that was generous).. I really like this game! Very simple and to the point with relaxing tropical
background music. I rate it a solid 8/10 bananas! Good job Joystick Knights, I am eager to see what you come out with next! If
you need a bit of gameplay in order to determine your purchase, follow the link below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S3XTLjIQ6XE. Had this game a long time on my wishlist, and on summer sale 2018 I
bought it finally (1,15u20ac) 9 minutes later I asked for refund. Why? Why not give it a chance?!? Because in these 9 minutes
saw all! Well, not really all. I did not make all of the possible 30 item combinations. But it was too hard to do these 9 minutes
and do nothing but wait for items. Game is split in two parts. One on the beach, other in a house. Both times is same waiting for
items apear to combine them. Six different items per part. It is simply too boring! You can click on the things you got from
making combinations, but this is really all! Watching a real tree grow is more exciting than this. Other review wrote that you can
get all trophies in 15 minutes. So if you want have some of the most boring minutes in your life just to have another 100% game
in your library, you should buy this "game" (waiting simulator is better), otherwise do yourself something good and avoid this
piece of software.. Very cute one! Actually it seems like a little bit of alchemy (that game u2018bout elementu2019s creating)
or some crafting-based games that was settled on the beach. Btw - nice tropical music! What I didnu2019t like - game ends
pretty fast.

Joystick Knights presents: Knights of Horror Bundle : Greetings! Please take a look at the bundle, which contains two our
terrifying horror games! Fading Visage - a mystical horror game where you are to explore gloomy locations and reveal a terrible
secret. Search for clues that can shed light on a long forgotten incident, that you're somehow involved in. Shining Hotel: Lost in
Nowhere - a psychedelic horror game, a chilling story full of sadness and despair. Face your fears as you explore the mysterious
hotel. Find out what you're destined to find in these black corridors: a path to salvation or a horrible death. You can get the
bundle following the link below - of course, at a discount.. Escape from Cozy Island IS OUT! : Greetings! We're glad to
announce that Escape from Cozy Island is now available! Survive in a tropical wilderness, create tools and build a shelter. Make
the island to your new home! Check it out and let us know what you think about the game! If you'll find any bugs or issues, let
us know, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible. And, of course, don't forget to write a review! Joystick Knights
Team.. Joystick Knights presents: "Two-In-One" bundle : Greetings! Please take a look at the bundle, which contains two our
games! Escape From Cozy Island - survive on a tropical island, craft tools and make the island a comfortable place to live!
Indian Mutiny: Little Sepoy - take on the role of a brave rebel boy and shoot stones from a slingshot at your enemies - soldiers
of the relentless British army! You can get the bundle following the link below - of course, at a discount.. Meet our new game! :
Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Emergency Robot Simulator is out! Explore the territory contaminated
by radiation. Your task is to measure the background radiation, neutralize the main radiation hotspots and recover the GPS
signal.. We've started updating the game Escape From Cozy Island : Hello, friends! We have read all your feedback. Now we
want to improve our game. The first little update is expexted to be finished before Christmas - please stay with us! We will
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upgrade the game and also fix all the bugs.. Meet out new game! : Hey guys, we have good news for you! Our other game Indian
Mutiny: Little Sepoy is out! It's a challenging arcade game that brings you back in the 19th century.. Summer Sale - Escape
From Cozy Island 65% Off : All hail the Summer sale! Do not hesitate - our Cozy Island awaits you, especially now when you
can get there with really nice 65% discount! Do not miss it! Best Regards, Joystick Knights. Escape from Cozy Island IS OUT! :
Greetings! We're glad to announce that Escape from Cozy Island is now available! Survive in a tropical wilderness, create tools
and build a shelter. Make the island to your new home! Check it out and let us know what you think about the game! If you'll
find any bugs or issues, let us know, so we can do our best to fix them as soon as possible. And, of course, don't forget to write a
review! Joystick Knights Team.. Oh look, its Steam Christmas Sale! : Grab great deal on our Escape From Cozy Island with the
special offer - 75% off!. Summer Sale - Escape From Cozy Island 65% Off : All hail the Summer sale! Do not hesitate - our
Cozy Island awaits you, especially now when you can get there with really nice 65% discount! Do not miss it! Best Regards,
Joystick Knights
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